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 Terri Agnew:Welcome to the Work Track 5 – Webinar on the History of Geographic Names at the Top Level at ICANN on Thursday, 08 February 
2018 at 19:00 UTC for 60 minutes. 
  Terri Agnew:agenda wiki page (will include slides after the presentation): https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
3A__community.icann.org_x_6g28B&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=DRa2dXAvSFpCIgmkXhFzL7ar9Qfqa0A
Ign-H4xR2EBk&m=ye3oiXb0XmYKYQpax-Gj56BKtHnf5FSAQJFRwlg1o6w&s=Zn9b0nPNfSM9Qjyy2bV0PjpaW3c4ppvgeTo2olkHabU&e= 
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  Terri Agnew:For the first segment of the webinar, the Co-Leaders will present, participants will be on mute. Questions and Answers will be 
taken at the end. Mics will be enabled at that time. 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):Hello to all. 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:Hello all!! Hola Javier! 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):Hola Olga! Lista para GEMS Puerto Rico! 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:Remember I need a dial out at 54 11 4819 7979 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:@Javier si claro!! pero quiero ver la lista de los latinos! 
  Terri Agnew:Hi Olga, your dial out is on the list  
  Annebeth Lange:OK, I am now in the Adobe Room and on the phone 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:@terri thanks 
  Svitlana Tkachenko:hello! 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:Hi Annebeth I am in adobe and I will be in the phone bridge as well 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:HI!! 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:Hi Sala!! 
  Annebeth Lange:Hi Olga 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:Im waiting for the dial out,my bandwith is low for audio 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:hi im in the pphne can you hear me? 
  Maureen Hilyard:Hi everyone 
  Annebeth Lange:I cannot hear you, Olga, could you try again? 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):I hear everything very well 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):yes good sound 
  Maureen Hilyard:Mute button is very convenient 
  Martin Sutton WT5 co-lead:no mute button! 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:We will help you with chat room and questions Annebeth 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:Team effort!!! 
  Maureen Hilyard:Unfortunately I have to leave 15 minutes before the end to attend another local meeting. 
  Annebeth Lange:Thanks, Olga! 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:lost audio!  
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:okok 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO):Np Maureen,  if you have any follow up issue or questions be can sort them on list for you, and any others of course.  
  Aslam G Mohamed:Hello organizers can you crank up the audio a bit please.  
  Terri Agnew:will do 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):pls go back to previous slide 
  Annebeth Lange:I lost contact, just a moment 



  Annebeth Lange:Sorry, I call in again 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):thx 
  Terri Agnew:Annebeth is back on audio 
  Terri Agnew:@Aslam, the audio has been increased - any better on yourside? 
  Bruna Santos:Terri, it has improved!  
  Aslam G Mohamed:yes thank you Terri  
  Aslam G Mohamed:Country commonly known - would that include big Apple for New York and Bharat for India? I’m sort of confused by what 
the speaker just said! 
  jeff neuman:@Aslam - Commonly known as would include NYC for New York City.  I dont believe commonly known as would include the Big 
Apple necessarily 
  Aslam G Mohamed:thanks Jeff  
  jeff neuman:Another commonly known as would include United States (as opposed to United States of America which is the official name) 
  Emily Barabas:Aslam, here is the text from the AGB: it is a name by which a country is commonly known, as demonstrated by evidence that the 
country is recognized by that name by an intergovernmental or treaty organization. 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):volume too low... 
  Mirjana Tasic .rs:volume too low 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):a bit better 
  Terri Agnew:I have adjusted volume , let me know if further adjustments are needed 
  Aslam G Mohamed:Thanks Emily. I will offline pursue the conversation for a link to the AGB list. I could not see it in your text. 
  Annebeth Lange:"Commonly known" is only for countries - not cities. So Holland for The Netherlands, for example 
  Emily Barabas:@Aslam, you can find the AGB here: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
3A__newgtlds.icann.org_en_applicants_agb&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=DRa2dXAvSFpCIgmkXhFzL7ar
9Qfqa0AIgn-H4xR2EBk&m=ye3oiXb0XmYKYQpax-Gj56BKtHnf5FSAQJFRwlg1o6w&s=tWZiAlFwggphTjVdyzEzEjzaD0ERU5lXJuefFIqeCXY&e= 
  Aslam G Mohamed:Thanks will check it out. 
  Emily Barabas:See section 2.2.1.4.1 Treatment of Country or Territory Names 
  Marita Moll:Can you release the slides so we can refer back? 
  Emily Barabas:Slides are released. You can also find them here: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
3A__community.icann.org_x_6g28B&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=DRa2dXAvSFpCIgmkXhFzL7ar9Qfqa0A
Ign-H4xR2EBk&m=ye3oiXb0XmYKYQpax-Gj56BKtHnf5FSAQJFRwlg1o6w&s=Zn9b0nPNfSM9Qjyy2bV0PjpaW3c4ppvgeTo2olkHabU&e= 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO):done  
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO):Perfect @Martin  
  Emily Barabas:Please see slide 7 
  jeff neuman:I think this is reference to the IDN 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):Correct 
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  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):Thanks CLO!!! 
  Annebeth Lange:Very useful, CLO 
  Annebeth Lange:Perhaps Olga can say a little on early warning? 
  Aslam G Mohamed:Thanks Cheryl. It also gets complicated when you consider the French renditions of country names which is totally different 
from the English rendition. For example Germany and Allemagne. or Deutschland for that matter. 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):Very interesting @Aslam 
  Bruna Santos:not only french but most of latin based languages, @Aslam 
  Jelena Ozegovic:Question: what are in short, main goals of the WT5? I promise to read them latter in the ToR, but just wanted to hear them 
here simply explained :) Also, what do you think is the timeline for their completion?  
  jeff neuman:An Early Warning is not GAC Advice.  An Early Warning does not create any presumption that an application will be denied 
  Aslam G Mohamed:Hi Jelena. My understanding of a m 
  Aslam G Mohamed:main goal is fixing the definition  
  Bruna Santos:<question> Could you also elaborate on when the Early warning and the GAC advice are needed?  
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO):it is meant to assist with process predictability  
  Maureen Hilyard:Sorry I have to leave. Will check the recording later. Thank you Annabeth and the team for this presentation 
  Bruna Santos:sorry about that, maybe you can refer me to any links on the matter.  
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO):bye @Maureen  
  jeff neuman:The topics of "Early Warning" and "GAC Advice" are topics that are covered under a separate work track within the Subsequent 
Procedures PDP.  I believe those are in Work Track 3 
  Steve Chan:You can see how the Applicant Guidebook envisioned GAC Early Warnings to be handled in section 1.1.2.4 here: 
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
3A__newgtlds.icann.org_en_applicants_agb&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=DRa2dXAvSFpCIgmkXhFzL7ar
9Qfqa0AIgn-H4xR2EBk&m=ye3oiXb0XmYKYQpax-Gj56BKtHnf5FSAQJFRwlg1o6w&s=tWZiAlFwggphTjVdyzEzEjzaD0ERU5lXJuefFIqeCXY&e= 
  Bruna Santos:Perfect, thanks Jeff and Steve!  
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):<Question> Can anybody briecomment on the timeframe of tfly he ".Amazon process"? Where is that: midway 
through? Nearing completion? Or nobody really knows? 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):briefly comment (sic) 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):sorry 4 typos 
  jeff neuman:Javier - I dont believe we have anyone on this call that could address that topic 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):ok 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):10-4 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):thx 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):Gracias Olga! 
  jeff neuman:I can jump in 
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  Aslam G Mohamed:GAC seems to me unanimously opposed to .Amazon being granted Amazon. 
  Jim Prendergast:I thought GAC advice is issued when no one country objects.  Not necessarily unanimous support for the position. 
  Susan Payne 2:However, in your "Africa" example this was one of the terms on the lists in the AGB where support/non-objection was required 
from the outset 
  Nigel Hickson:It is Consensus advice as defined.  
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:@Jim yes no oposition 
  Annebeth Lange:.amazon case shows the importance of having clear rules before the application round starts. This is one of the things we will 
try to accomplish in WT5 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:@Annebeth exactly!! 
  Marita Moll:Thanks. Not strange at all 
  Aslam G Mohamed:That’s why a clear definition is the most important objective for WT5 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:@Aslam yes 
  Ashley Heineman (US GAC):For what it is worth, not every GAC member supported the objection to .amazon 
  Robin Gross:A good place to start on figuring out how this works is to read the ICANN bylaws and GNSO Operating Procedures. 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):Ok so GAC unanimity does not mean that all GAC members must vote affirmatively.  GAC Consensus means nobody 
objects.  So every GAC Member has a potential veto to any advice by affimatively voting NO/objecting.  Interesting 
  Aslam G Mohamed:US finally conceded and pulled back from supporting.amazon application!? inexplicably! 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):Thanks @Alan for the additional .Amazon status. 
  Ashley Heineman (US GAC):For example, the US abstained with a statement that/that abstension did not require us to maintain that abstension 
in the future. 
  Alan Greenberg:Silence allows GAC advice to go forward - without active support, but without objection as well. 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):thx 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):Good seminar.  Thx! 
  Aslam G Mohamed:Hi Ashley. US might have to take a definitive stand. 
  Olga Cavalli - GAC - CO lead WT5:Thanks all!! 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):Thanx to all. Bye! 
  Marita Moll:Great seminar. Thanks so much. 
  Svitlana Tkachenko:Thank you for the seminar, very useful 
  Javier Rúa-Jovet (ALAC):Ciao 
  Bruna Santos:Thank you very much for this call!  
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO):thanks everyone  
  Alan Greenberg:Important to note that the Amazon IRP did not determine if the TLD should be delegated but rather whether we followed our 
Bylaws in the process. 
  Ann-Cathrin Marcussen, ccNSO:Thank you, Annebeth 



  Nigel Hickson:thank you  
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO):bye 
  Harold Arcos:Thanks a lot 
 


